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Northwest Community
EMS System Report 3/18
“Partners in innovation…
Standing in the gap for you every day!

Expected outcomes of
professional education

Conceptual competence:
Ability to understand theoretical
foundations of the profession

Under duress
We do not rise to our expectations
We fall to the level of our preparation & training

Year
Semester
averages
F15/S16
N=30
F16/S17
N=29-28
F17/S18
N 27

EMS 210
Prep

EMS 212

Resp/Card Med Emerg

EMS 213 EMS 216
Trauma
Sp. Pop.

Seminar
91.62

91.78

92.28

88.89

92.05

91.9

91.25

89.4

92.15

91.2

Year

EMS 210

Mod Exam
ave. scores

Prep

F15/S16
N=30
F16/S17
N=29-28
F17/S18
N 27

EMS 211

91.72

88.95

EMS 211

EMS 212

Resp/Card Med Emerg

92.02

Cum
GPA
91.40

92.42

91.42

92.42

91.36

EMS 213 EMS 216 Cum GPA
Trauma
written
Seminar
Sp. Pop.
only

93.3

91.34

91.62

92.52

90.41

91.84

93

93.56

90.45

92.26

91.11

92.08

93.3

93.56

91.96

91.13

Technical competence:
Proficiency in performing psychomotor skills
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Orientation for
Preceptors

Connie J. Mattera
EMS Administrative
Director, NWC EMSS

PM student portfolios
required; forms and
paperwork updated

92.42

91.36

Agency agreements for those hosting
students during field internship in S18
updated and all but one signed and back

All released to field internship

Keys to success
A – Allow debate & challenge of ideas
D – Demonstrate respect for student’s opinions
V – Value student as a resource
E – Encourage student to share knowledge &
ideas
N – Notice the student’s real world problems
T – Treat student as an adult
U – Use student’s past experience
R – Relate learning to goals, obj., standards
E – Emphasize how to apply learning
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Goal:
Complete requirements by
June 8, 2018

Final written
Graduation

NR Practical exam

Real-time CPR Feedback: Req. 6-1-18
King Vision: Req. 7-1-18 unless 1 month waiver
CPR devices: may be game changer for SOPs
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Environment
driving change in
education &
practice

"Every system is
perfectly designed to
achieve the results
that it gets.“

Peter Pronovost, MD, PhD;
patient safety expert of Johns Hopkins
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What else is driving changes in the
State & System’s planning?
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What’s driving change?

What’s driving change?

The speed of technology expansion is
exponential – moving faster than ever before in
the history of mankind. Replacing generations
of progress in months, weeks, and days.

www.ems.gov

National NEMSIS 3 data submissions

2-18
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Paramedic roles evolving

What does this add up to?
MORE HOME. LESS HOSPITAL.

Costs, reimbursement, valuebased care, need for integration,
trends in patient populations
(increasing # elderly) are rapidly
driving change

How are we preparing for this?
Coordinate care for all patients using
multi-disciplinary teams including
Mobile Integrated Healthcare (MIH)
and Community Paramedics (CPs)

Paramedics are untapped links to bridge
hospital and out-of-hospital care transitions

New paradigm in
healthcare

Provide the right care, in the
right place, at the right time
based on person needs &
choice, and at the right cost

So, EMS must change with the times and
emphasize the integration of EMS within the
overall health care system
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Role realignment

HUGE RESPONSIBILITY

OLD: Recognize an acute problem; fix it or
stabilize it to the degree possible within EMS
scope of practice without doing harm, and
transport to the nearest appropriate hospital
for definitive care

Must be mentally, academically, physically,
and emotionally prepared

NEW: Above PLUS: EMS broadens
scope and becomes an integrated part
of the value-based and person-centered
healthcare revolution

Need strong knowledge & understanding of:
■ A&P; pathophysiology
■ Medications; complex procedures
■ Emotional support; ethics
Expected to think critically & make rapid
judgments within scope of practice

How then shall we live?
Predetermine a course of action based
on best practice models
Always put people (patients) first
Work as a team in an environment of
confidence, trust, & collaboration
Expect problems; resolve them quickly
and effectively as they come
Celebrate successes
(but learn and grow from our opportunities)

because that’s who we are…
…a serving, loving, giving community of
individuals working together, striving for
excellence, and helping each other to
achieve great things!

Thanks for the work that you do,
the care that you give,
and the hope that you bring!

The ball is in your court
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